Weight-Based Replenishment

Installation and Training

Weight-Based
Replenishment

Custom Installation and Training

The PAR Excellence Team brings years of healthcare Materials Management experience and top information systems professionals to your organization. This experience and knowledge allows us to design a system that meets all of your hospital’s
goals and objectives. In addition, we handle all of the details and make recommendations to ensure your installation is worry-free.

PAR Bins/PAR Bar is the first truly automated healthcare replenishment
system, engineered to remove caregivers entirely from inventory processes
associated with current technologies.
PAR Bins/PAR Bar are revolutionizing
the supply chain, providing nursing
with the confidence to know that the
right supplies will be in the right place,
at the right time.
PAR Bins/PAR Bar dramatically changes
the way Materials Management Departments serve their customers. By measuring and managing PAR Location
product usage in near real time, supply
decisions are made proactively rather
to match the technology investment
than reactively. Hours spent on reconto the business needs of that specific
ciliation and requisition can be re-dePAR Location.
ployed to better serve your customers.
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to track supplies to individual patients
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cally identify supply usage as it occurs,
purposes, PAR Bins/PAR Bar can be intecommunicating to Materials Managegrated with PAR Express or any other of
ment for timely replenishment. Demand
our patient-centric products to create
shifts are easily recognized and proacan unparalleled solution for detailed
tively adjusted, reducing service intersupply tracking and automated replenruptions – all without distracting your
ishment.
clinical staff from patient care.
 Eliminate daily counting and
requisitioning

The following installation and training services are offered:
PAR Server: The System hardware will be completely configured and all software
loaded and ready to use.
Interface Development: Interfaces will be configured to work with your ADT, Billing
and Materials Management Information Systems.
Physical Arrangement of PAR Locations: PAR Excellence can, if desired, configure and
arrange your PAR Locations to maximize efficiency and organization. Your database
can be electronically downloaded from existing information. Scales, BarTags and QR
Tags will be installed as desired.
Combining PAR Vision with a weightbased configuration creates the most
powerful and responsive supply chain
process available today. The power to collect all transactional data is effectively
matched with the power to convert
data into decisions. Service Levels, Inventory Velocity, Demand Forecasting and
Economic Order Quantity modeling
are now at your fingertips. No cumbersome reports to run, sort and dissect.
Just clear answers to key questions.

Training: Expert personalized training is available to Materials and Nursing staff. PAR
Excellence can train the entire staff or provide a train-the-trainer approach.

Support Services

PAR Excellence provides unparalleled support through our Account Manager Program. Experienced healthcare Materials Management experts provide local support during your implementation. Once the installation is complete, Account Managers are available to
either visit your site or schedule a webinar to train you on any new product features.

Proactive Technical Product Support

Each client’s system automatically reports to the PAR Excellence support system
on a scheduled basis to provide status reports on all equipment. This allows
PAR Excellence to proactively monitor your system so that you don’t need
to. In addition, the toll-free PAR Excellence Support Hotline is staffed 24/7 by
experts who provide thorough, effective assistance from our support offices.

 Reduce critical service
interruptions
 Optimize inventory turnover
 Effectively manage pick frequency

Always the Next Generation in Supply Chain Management

 Real-time enterprise-wide
inventory visibility
Offering the ultimate in flexibility,
PAR Bins/PAR Bar can be paired with
any other PAR Excellence products to
create a customized solution within
each PAR Location. This allows you
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